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1. Fill up the blanks: 

a. Computer is an electronic device. 

b. Computer can store large amount of data. 

c. Computer does not get tired or bored. 

d. Computer needs electricity to work. 

e. Computer are used for typing and printing letters. 

f. Computer does not make mistake. 

g. Man has a limited memory, but computer has a large memory. 

 

2. Write ‘True’ or ‘False’: 

a. A computer gets tired or bored.                                                  False 

b. A computer is used for listening to music.                                 True 

c. A computer converts data into information.                             True 

d. Computer does not need human instructions.                          False 

e. A computer has no intelligence.                                                   True  

 

3. Answer the following questions: 

a. What is a computer? 

Ans: A computer is an electronic device that works on IPO cycle. It helps us to enter data, 

process it , store it, and output the processed result. 

 

b. Write two advantages of a computer. 

               Ans:  (i) Computer works at a very fast speed. 

                         (ii) It can store large amount of data. 

 

c. Write two disadvantages of computer. 

Ans: (i) Improper and prolonged use of a computer might lead to disorders of the elbows, wrist. 

        (ii)  We should put computer in place to keep our data safe from hackers and virus attacks. 

 

d. What are computers used for? 

Ans: (i) Computer used to perform calculations. 

        (ii) It is used for playing games. 

        (iii) It is used for listening to music. 

 

 

 

 



e. Write any two differences between a man and a computer. 

 

 

MAN COMPUTER 

Man can make mistake while                  
Working 

Computer can’t make mistakes 
which working. 

Man gets tired after some time. 
 

(ii) Computer does not get tired and 
can work for long hours. 

 

 

f. What are the limitations of a computer? 

                     Ans: (i) A computer has no intelligence. 

                       (ii)It cannot decide or judge. 

                       (iii)A computer cannot do anything on its own. 

                       (iv)It requires electricity. 

 

4. To whom   do these features belong, a computer or a man? Write C for computer and M for man. 

 

Can work very fast.       C 

Can get tired.                             M 

Does not make mistake.          C 

Never forgets C 

Does not need orders.             M 

Can take decisions.                  M 
 

 


